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LOEWEN FOUNDATION 34X {DLF,IEF,HYF}
This goggle-eye, conservatively marked son of Advisor has all the
pieces and has jumped through all production hoops. His genetic make
up is incredible and his ratios of BW 84, WW 106, YW 101, REA 106
and MARB 115 have given him a tabulation that puts his Index Values
in the top 5% across the board including the top 1% for both BMI$ and
CHB$. His perfect uddered dam has had two calves reported at BW
86, WW 108, YW 104 and three for REA 107 and MARB 89. His dam
is a donor in the Loewen program, and the maternal grandam, HVH
Oksana 4L 33N, is truly one of the great cows in the breed.

Dam of 34X

• John and Mona Loewen have donated this bull to the HRF and we will be selling breeding shares in the bull with all proceeds going to HRF.
• ABS has leased the bull and the royalties from semen sales go directly to HRF.
• Anyone who purchases a breeding share will have the chance to also win three embryos donated by John and Mona on the dam of Foundation.

Breeding Share Purchasing Information —
1. We will sell 20 shares at $2,500/share and you will receive 100 straws of semen over the next three years.
(Semen shipment will be at buyer’s expense.)
2. All shareholders will have their name put in a hat and one will be drawn. The winner will receive (3) three
frozen embryos from the dam of “Foundation.”
3. The AHA will designate a spot in the Young Sire Test Program in order to get this exciting young sire
progeny tested, including feed intake information.
4. Foundation will enter into the non-certificate AI program.
For more details on how to get a piece of Foundation and support HRF,
contact Jack Ward, jward@hereford.org or 816-842-3757.

